Case study

IMH Finans has managed to
automate its loan administration
thanks to Loans Express
When MS Excel was no longer adequate for the loan administration of IMH Finans, the
Swedish financial company started looking for a modern solution capable of automating
its key agenda. They chose Loans Express, an application that combines highly flexible
loan administration with a low purchase price tailored to smaller businesses.
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About Solitea
Solitea provides its services to more than 250,000 satisfied business customers in 15 countries for whom it is able
to cover up to 100% of their needs in the area of information technologies and systems. It currently employs over
1,200 people and aspires to become the European leader in the area of business information systems. Solitea is
the holder of the highest partnership level Microsoft Gold Certified Partner and is a certified supplier of its
in-house solutions for Dynamics 365 technologies.
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